
 

What Are The Benefits You Can Expect 

From A GPS Combo Fish Finder Gadget 

 

    

Fish finders come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Some fish finders are designed to be 

used alone; others are designed to be used in conjunction with a GPS unit. 

While some standalone fish finders will suffice, others don’t hold up. That's why using a 

combo fish finder with a GPS unit will be better for you. A combo fish finder can provide 

you with more information than a standalone model can. Here are some of the benefits 

you want to consider when looking to buy GPS fishfinder combos online. 

Ideal for mid-sized boats: 

There are lots of fish finder models that you can use on a boat, but the most popular are 

combo units. This is because they’re easy to install, and they provide plenty of 

information while you’re fishing. If you have a mid-size boat (or larger), there’s probably 

room for a combo fish finder. Whether you’re out on open water or navigating different 

channels, you can use a combo fish finder. And if you have any questions about which 

model is right for your boat, just ask us! 

Split views: 

When you’re fishing, the fish finder and GPS can be confusing to use at the same time. If 

you use a combo fish finder, you can pay attention to both at once. Some models let you 



split the screen into two so that you can see both what’s going on under the water and 

where you are on your GPS screen. 

Plot your points: 

Using a fish finder with a built-in chart plotter allows you to plot your favorite fishing 

areas, mark spots where you’ve found fish and save those locations for future use. This is 

really helpful when you’re not sure of the exact spot you’re fishing in and need to get 

back there, or if you want more interactive toy play. 

Fish anywhere: 

A combo unit is practical for those who want to fish in both shallow and deep water. To 

ensure that you’re using the correct frequency, check the settings before settling into 

your new fishing spot. Many models have dual frequencies, which can be helpful in 

finding fish in different depths of water. Having more options means you have a better 

chance of catching the fish you want. Mark favorite spots for next time by choosing one 

or two depths and marking them on your screen. 

Looking to Buy GPS Fishfinder Combos Online and save big! Feel free to visit E 

Mart and place your order!  
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